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Description

A Method for Identifying Motion Video/Audio Content

[1] Field of the Present Invention

[2] The present invention relates to method for identifying motion video/audio content,

more particularly, the present invention relates to a method for identifying fingerprints

of motion video content.

[3] The so called term "fingerprint" appearing in this specification means a series of dot

information, in which each dot information is selected from a frame of pattern of

television signals, and a plurality of frames can be selected from the television signals,

and one or more dot data can be selected from one frame of pattern of television

signals, so that the so called "fingerprint" can be used to uniquely identify the said

television signals.

[4] Background of the Present Invention

[5] Because of digital compression technology, more television channels are transmitted

over the same analog spectrum, and there are more channels for viewers to watch.

Digitally compressed video and audio signals are binary data streams that can be

transmitted, stored and played out as computer data files or streams. Therefore, digital

video/audio data are typically handled in digital forms during production, transmission

and storage phases.

[6] Organizing digital video content is becoming a major challenge for all content

owners, video and broadband internet service providers, and even home users. This is

because, unlike text, video content cannot be searched and identified easily by

computers. Unlike audio, video content data has far larger data size. In addition, it is

very difficult and inefficient to identify video content by human visual inspections

since the process is very time-consuming and expensive. These factors makes it

difficult to effectively organize, archive, and search video content. However, the need

for searching and identifying video content is increasingly important with applications



in video surveillance, copyright content monitoring, television commercials

monitoring, intelligent video advertising, and government regulatory television

programming monitoring.

[7] Therefore, there is a need to identify motion video content efficiently and

automatically, and with minimal or no human interactions.

[8] There is also a need to identify motion video content without having access to the

full resolution digitized video content data.

[9] There is also a need to identify motion video content at the possible highest speed

with minimal storage capacity required and possible minimal data transfer bandwidth.

[10] There is a need to provide a method for facilitating the archiving and search of video

content without a huge storage capacity required, and to be able to search the

information easily at low hardware cost. There is also a need to collect statistics and

extraction additional information from the archived video information automatically.

[11] Summary of the Invention

[12] It is object of the present invention to provide a method for identifying motion

video/audio content to facilitate the automatic identification, archiving and search of

video content.

[13] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for identifying

motion video/audio content to extract fingerprint information from video content for

the purpose of archiving without the huge storage capacity required.

[14] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for identifying

motion video/audio content to search through video fingerprint data for identifying

historical recording of video content.

[15] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for identifying

motion video/audio content, that can be used to identify motion video content by first

extracting information from a given video content segment and use the extracted

information to further automatically identify the same video content if it is ever to

appear again in a different video data stream.



[16] It is another object of the present invention to provide a method for identifying

motion video/audio content, which is used for extracting information from a given

video content data, so-called the fingerprinting process, and shows how to use the

fingerprint data to seek a match within a different video content.

[17] Therefore, according to the present invention, there is provided a method for method

for identifying motion video/audio content, by means of comparing a video A to a

registered video B so as to determine if they are originally the same as each other,

wherein said method at least comprises the steps of extracting a fingerprint A from the

video A; and searching from a fingerprint database for a pre-extracted and registered

fingerprint B of the video B by means of comparison of fingerprint A with a sliding

window of a possible fingerprint B, so as to determine that the video A is identical to

the video B if a match is found.

[18] According to the present invention, the method for extracting a fingerprint data from

video/audio signals can be of archiving without the huge storage capacity required.

[19] Brief Description of Accompanying Drawings

[20] Figure 1 is a schematic view for the key components in comparing two pieces of

video content.

[21] Figure 2 is a schematic view for comparing two pieces of video content with the help

of a fingerprint database.

[22] Figure 3 is a schematic view for sub-sampling of digitized video frames.

[23] Figure 4 is a schematic view for different ways to sample a video image.

[24] Figure 5 is a schematic view for sampling a video image in proportion to the video

resolution.

[25] Figure 6 is a schematic view for sampling a video image with 9 samples.

[26] Figure 7 is a schematic view for sampling consecutive video images and packet them

into an array.

[27] Figure 8 is a schematic view for selectively sampling the video images.

[28] Figure 9 is a schematic view for different ways to selectively sampling video images.



[29] Figure 10 is a schematic view for packing multiple video image samples into a single

data array.

[30] Figure 11 is a schematic view for the key processing components for a fingerprint

extractor.

[31] Figure 12 is a schematic view for the key processing elements for a fingerprint

comparator.

[32] Figure 13 is a schematic view for performing the SAD operations between two

fingerprint arrays.

[33] Figure 14 is another schematic view for performing the matching operations between

two fingerprint arrays.

[34] Figure 15 is a schematic view for obtaining the SSAD array as part of the fingerprint

comparison process.

[35] Figure 16 is a schematic view for comparing two finite length video frame segment.

[36] Figure 17 is a graph view for the time-series of correlations between two fingerprint

arrays.

[37] Detailed Description of the Present Invention

[38] In the context of this specification, discussions are focused on the handling and

processing of video signals. The method can be extended to audio signals by using

variations of the techniques and will not be discussed here.

[39] Specially, discussions are focused on the handling of video signals, although in most

cases, video signals come together with audio signals as an integral part of the

audio/video program. The audio signal will be considered in synchronization with the

video signal. Fingerprint operations on the video signal identify the video content as

well as the associated audio content. Therefore, in this specification, discussions are

limited on dealing with fingerprint operations on video signal only.

[40] It is also assumed that the video signal has been digitized. It's possible to extend the

idea to analog video content as well by first digitizing the analog video signal into

digital video frames before applying the methods described herein. Therefore, it does



not show how to deal with analog video content in this specification.

[41] In addition, it is assumed that the digital video content is in uncompressed formats

and organized as digital video frames. For compressed video data stream, such as

MPEG-2, MPEG-4 or other compressed formats, decompression (or decoding) of the

video data stream into digital video frames is required before applying the method used

herein.

[42] Lastly, it is assumed that all video frames are in progressive format, which means

that each video frame is displayed at the decoder together. For interlaced video frames,

the frame is displayed in two separate time instances as two (top and bottom) fields. In

this case, it is assumed that all of the processing described below applies to the fields.

[43] In this invention, it is provided a method for identifying motion video/audio content.

[44] Figure 1 shows two video content pieces, video A and video B. As shown in Figure

1, the reference number of video A is 100, the reference number of video B is 104, the

reference number of Fingerprint A is 101, the reference number of Fingerprint B is

105, the reference number of comparator is 103, and the reference number of

comparing result is 102. The two video contents 100 and 104 can be compared to

determine if they are visually identical. The invention described herein can be used to

determine if video A and video B are visually identical by comparing their video

fingerprints. Fingerprint A and fingerprint B are the extracted fingerprint data from

video A and B respectively. Instead of comparing video A and B, the comparator

compares fingerprint A and B and determine if the result is a match or not.

[45] Referring to Figure 2, the comparing process is elaborated in greater details. Video

content to be compared are Video A 100 and video content Video B 104. The two

video content pieces must first go through converters 108, 106, which digitize the

video content if it's originally in analog format, or decompress the data stream if the

video is stored in compressed data format. The output of the converters 108, 106 is

time-consecutive digitized video images. The fingerprint extractors 109, 110 process

the video images and obtain the fingerprint data from both video A 100 and video B



104. In typical cases, it is assumed that video B 100 has gone through the above

process and the associated fingerprint data has been saved in a fingerprint database

107. The two fingerprint data segments are then compared by the fingerprint matcher

103 and the comparison result 102 indicates whether the two video content pieces are

visually identical.

[46] Next, it is to describe the fingerprint extraction process in greater detail. Figure 3

shows the process of extracting fingerprint data from a time-sequence of digitized

video images 11, as output of the converters. Video content 11 appears as a time

sequence of digital video frames. A frame buffer 12 is used to hold the digitized video

images. The frame buffer 12 accepts newer video frame images and discards oldest

frame video images, in a first in first out (FIFO) fashion. The sub-sampler 13

selectively copies the video image samples. After each video image 11 is sampled at

the head of the buffer, it's discarded after the sampling, as shown in step 14. The

sub-sampler 13 operates on one video frame image at a time.

[47] The sub-sampling operation can be illustrated in Figure 4. Each video image frame is

a rectangular matrix of image samples, organized as rows and columns of image

samples. There can be many different ways to sample a video image. On the left of

Figure 4 is a sampling scheme that spaces the samples as uniformly and symmetrically

as possible. On the right of the Figure 4 is another sampling scheme, which samples

the image at four different locations, and in this sampling scheme, the sampling

locations are somewhat arbitrary.

[48] Preferably, in such a sampling scheme, the samples should be taken as evenly

distributed in the frame as possible, with the center of the frame as the center of the

sub-sampling.

[49] One preferable sub-sampling of the frame is shown in Figure 5 which is a sampling

scheme with 5 samples per image. The sampling positions are positioned according to

the relative scale of the video frame. In this way, the sampling positions are not

affected by the frame resolutions. In this scheme, the 5 samples are spaced apart as an



integer fraction of the frame resolution. If the video frame height is H and width is W,

then the 5 samples are spaced at the intersections of 1/2 H and 1/2 W, 1/2 H and 1/4

W, 1/2 H and 3/4 W, 1/4 H and 1/2 W, and 3/4 H and 1/2 W.

[50] Of course, there can be other methods of sub-sampling, but it will continue to use the

above sub-sampling scheme to describe the rest of the methods. Those skilled in the art

will be able to expand the method to other sub-sampling schemes, with more or fewer

than 5 samples per video frame, or sub-sampling at varying number of pixels per video

frame.

[51] Preferably, the sampling scheme is independent of the frame resolution or aspect

ratio, making it more robust for dealing with video content of different resolutions and

aspect ratios.

[52] If more samples are to be sampled from a single image, preferably, the sampling

locations contains the previously defined 5 sample locations. For example, Figure 6

shows a 9 sample constellation that is a superset of the previous 5 sample constellation

of Figure 5. In this way, the fingerprint data obtained from the 9 sample constellation

contains the 5 sample constellation as a subset.

[53] Next, it is to focus on the 5 sample constellation and discuss how to organize the

sample data into what the so-called fingerprint data after multiple video images are

sampled.

[54] The sub-sampled values are saved for each of the frames. From the above

description, it is noted that 5 frame samples are obtained for each video frame. It can

repeat this process for several consecutive N video frames. For example, it can

sub-sample N = 50 consecutive video frames. And then organize the sub-sampled

values into a 5 x 50 array. This sub-sampling process is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7

also shows how the samples from multiple video frames are organized. In Figure 7,

video frames are identically sub-sampled spatially, and the samples are gathered into

an array. In this example, 5 samples are collected from each video frame and they are

organized sequentially. Samples for time consecutive video frames are made and



organized into a two-dimensional array, each row corresponds to a sample set of a

video frame.

[55] This array is the so-called the fingerprint of the video content. From the above

description, it is noted that the fingerprint covers only 50 video frames, for PAL video

format, it's 2 seconds worth of video, for NTSC, it's less then 2 seconds. If it can

uniquely identify this N video frames through the sub-sampled values, then it can

significantly reduce the computation and storage required for the identification.

[56] In this particular example, the fingerprint only identifies the 50 video frames within

the video content, but not the remainder of the video content. For most video content,

where the content titles are usually static, uniquely identifying a segment of the content

is sufficient to uniquely identifying the entire video content title.

[57] Alternatively, the sampling may be done only on some of the video frames. For

example, it may be done only once every other frame, as shown in Figure 8. But

preferably, the sampling locations remain the same for those images being sampled.

[58] For video content where segments of which may be re-arranged, a group of video

images may not be sufficient to uniquely identify video content if some of the sections

are re-arranged.

[59] In these cases, it needs to do sub-sampling of more frames. Therefore, there are

provided several preferable ways to determine the number of video frames to

sub-sample, that is:

[60] to sub-sample N consecutive video frames on somewhere in the video content, for

example at the beginning of the video content;

[61] to sub-sample N consecutive video frames at fixed time intervals;

[62] to sub-sample one video frame every N consecutive frames (this is also shown in

Figure 9); and

[63] to sub-sample all of the video frames for the entire video content title.

[64] This can be illustrated in Figure 9. Obviously the first method requires the least

amount of computations, memory and storage. The last method requires the most.



[65] Preferably, samples from consecutive video frames are organized in a continuous

two-dimensional array of sampled values. This sampled array is the so-called the

fingerprint for the sampled video content.

[66] In Figure 9, in sampling method 110, it sub-sample only the first N frames; in

sampling method 111, it sub-sample N frames periodically; in sampling method 112, it

sub-sample one frame every other N frames periodically; and in sampling method 113,

it sub-sample all of the frames continuously.

[67] In Figure 10, fingerprint array 15 is composed of samples from multiple frames, in

which different samples 13 are taken from one video frame after another one.

[68] From the above, it is noted that depending on the sampling method used, there maybe

more than one fingerprint arrays for a given video content. The video fingerprint,

represented as separate groups of continuous arrays, can be used to uniquely represent

the video content from which the samples are obtained.

[69] Besides sampling, the fingerprint extractor 109 can have other processing tasks. To

elaborate more on this, refer to Figure 11. The output of the sub-sampler 13 contains

data samples obtained from multiple video frame images. The samples go through a

divider 16 which organizes the samples according to groups of video frames. For

example, samples from every 100 video frames may be organized as one fingerprint

data segment. The formatter 17 is used to incorporate optional information 19 to form

the fingerprint data 101. For example, in some cases, there may be a need to include

information on the video content that the fingerprint data 101 represents. These may

include a brief description of what is the content, where the content was obtained,

when the content was obtained, or whether there is any information that may be useful

in describing the content itself. Note that the video image content, at the input and

output of the formatter 17, has been discarded. Only the fingerprint data 101 and the

associated optional information 19 remain. The transfer buffer 18 is used to transfer the

resulting fingerprint data 101.

[70] In what follows, it is to focus our discussions on the handling of a single fingerprint



array.

[7 1] Fingerprint matching

[72] In this section, it is to describe methods for the inverse of the fingerprinting process,

i.e., to use the given fingerprint array to seek a match from within a different video

content stream which may match partially or entirely the video content represented by

the fingerprint.

[73] There are several different scenarios between two pieces of video content from which

the fingerprint is extracted. It is assumed video A and video B as the two content

pieces to be matched through comparing the fingerprint data associated with the two

video contents. If a match is determined to be true, then it concludes that original video

contents A and B are identical at least for the sections associated with the matching

fingerprint. This process can be illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

[74] Then video A and B may contain identical video content albeit they may be of

different resolution, aspect ratio and possibly with different levels of quality

degradations. For the purpose of discussions, it will not address these different

scenarios. In stead, it will focus on how to seek a match between the fingerprints from

the two video sequences.

[75] Specific steps can be illustrated in Figure 12. The Figure 12 contains several key

components which will be discussed in greater details here. It is assumed that video B

has already been extracted as fingerprint B and is stored in the fingerprint database

107. Fingerprint B therefore is called the registered fingerprint 101. Fingerprint A 105

is from video A and will be compared with fingerprint B. The first step of the

comparison is the sum of absolute difference (SAD) operation 103 between the two

fingerprints.

[76] The SAD operation

[77] The SAD operation 700 is performed between the samples obtained from two

neighboring video frames. Specifically, consider the example given in Figure 13 where

5 samples are obtained from the video frame A. Let's denote these samples as Al, A2,



A3, A4, A5. It can also obtain 5 samples from the video frame B, and denote the

samples as Bl, B2, B3, B4, B5. Then the SAD operation between these two frames is

given by:

[78] SAD(A B) = IAl-BlI + IA2-B2I + IA3-B3I + IA4-B4I + IA5-B5I

[79] where the IA-BI is the absolute value operation.

[80] The SAD operation basically evaluates the differences between the sample sets of the

two video frames A and B. Larger value of SAD(A B) implies bigger image content

differences between the two video frames.

[81] The moving SAD window and sum of SAD (SSAD) array

[82] The SAD operation described above is repeated for two fingerprint arrays, one

obtained from fingerprint A and the other obtained from the fingerprint B. The goal is

to search through fingerprint B to see if there is a its subsection that matches

fingerprint A. Consider Figure 14, where the fingerprint A is assumed to have less

numbers of samples than fingerprint B. The moving window of SAD operation is

defined as follows:

[83] First, fingerprint A and B are item- wise associated with each other, because

fingerprint A is smaller than fingerprint B in number of samples, only some of the

samples from within fingerprint B are associated with those within fingerprint A.

[84] Next all of the fingerprint B samples within this window are included in the SAD

operations with fingerprint A samples and the results are added together to form a

single sum of SAD (SSAD) number.

[85] The same process is then repeated by shifting the position of fingerprint B relative to

A by one frame, as shown as 104 and 114 in Figure 12. Each such shift results in a new

SSAD value generated. Therefore, a series of SSAD values are generated and saved in

a SSAD array.

[86] The fingerprint match detection

[87] The fingerprint match detection is a process applied to the SSAD time-series of

numbers and is shown in Figure 15. From the previous descriptions, it is noted that



SSAD time-series represents a time-shifted measure of the difference between two

video frame sequences under comparison. When the SSAD value is low, it means that

the two sections of fingerprinted video frames are similar, otherwise they are not.

However, due to the fact that there are different resolution, different video quality

degradation (due to compression) and different noise level, all contribute the increase

in SSAD values. So the absolute values of the SSAD series themselves are not

sufficient to determine the location of a possible fingerprint match.

[88] The fingerprint match is identified by a very sharp drop in the SSAD values just

before the match and a very sharp increase in SSAD values just after the match. This

can be shown in an actually measured SSAD values in Figure 17.

[89] The element to detect the sharp drop pattern within the SSAD values can be

illustrated in Figure 12. In this diagram, the SSAD values are stored in 702. The

pattern extractor 703 inspects all neighboring SSAD values and obtains the so-called

the pattern information. Specifically, if SSAD values are S(I), S(2),..., S(n), S(n+1),

and denote the derived pattern values as P(I), P(2), P(3), and so forth.

[90] Clearly, S(n) represents the difference between video A and video B on their

respective n-th frame within the fingerprint window. Note that for video fingerprint B,

the index n refers to a different video frame each time the fingerprint array B is shifted

by one frame relative to fingerprint array A.

[91] The pattern values can be obtained by the pattern extractor 703, which is described as

follows:

[92] P(n) = (S(n)-S(n-l))/S(n)

[93] Note that P(I) is not defined and will not be used. In addition, it does the above only

if S(n) is not zero and a certain fixed threshold which will be discussed later in detail.

Where the threshold value is chosen by the threshold estimator. Otherwise, P(n) is set

to zero.

[94] From this, it is noted that if P(n) is a positive number it means that S(n) > S(n-l), i.e.,

the SSAD value is increasing, it means that the two represented video frames are



becoming more different from each other, indicating less probability that a match will

be found. On the other hands, if P(n) is a negative number, it means that the two video

frames are increasingly more similar to each other. The value of P(n) represents the

percentage of the change of S(n), larger P(n) means more rapid change in values of

S(n) vs. S(n-l).

[95] The extracted pattern values form another series of numbers which are then stored in

pattern store 704.

[96] The pattern inspector 705 selects the values contained in pattern store 704 by the

following steps:

[97] Select a specific position, say, m, within the pattern store 704 and identify all of the

values within a window of size 2M- 1 of position m :

[98] P(m-M+1), P(m-M+2), ..., P(m-l), P(m), P(m+1), ..., P(m+M-2), P(m+M-1)

[99] These values are then added together by the pattern value collector 706 and yields a

result C(m), in the following way:

[100] C(m) = -P(m-M+l)-...-P(m-l)-P(m)+P(m+l)+...+P(m+M-l)

[101] The value of M is a constant which is chosen so that there are sufficient number of

values of P to be included in the calculation of C within the sliding window of 2M- 1.

Preferably, the value of M is 15.

[102] From the above, it is noted that C(m) will be a large number when there is a sharp

dip in the values of pattern values P(...) at position m. Otherwise, C(m) tends to be

small values.

[103] Finally, the value C(m) is compared with a user given threshold 707 to determine if a

match has been found between the two fingerprints, and the frame number is

determined through the above process and signaled as output to histogram collector

709.

[104] The histogram collector 709 gathers all of the pattern values C(m) that have exceeded

the given threshold 707, count the number of times each value exceeds the threshold

707, and store them into an array. Each item in the array holds the value m, C(m) and



the number of times that C(m) has crossed the threshold 707. Finally, the maximum

value selector 710 inspects all such values within the histogram for the value that has

appeared the most number of times. This value refers to the frame that is identified as

the fingerprint matched frame. The output of the maximum value selector 710 is then

delivered to the formatter 17, which also takes information from the relative position

115 to determine on which frame position that a match has been identified.

[105] The threshold estimator

[106] The threshold estimator 707 in Figure 12 is used to determine if the pattern value will

be selected as an entry to the histogram collector 709. The estimator derives the

threshold value from the fingerprint B array. Specifically, it performs the SAD, SADD,

pattern extractor operations between two identical fingerprint B arrays, and set the

threshold value to be somewhere between 10% and 90% of the value when the two

fingerprint arrays are offset by only one frame. In other words, the two groups of video

B frames are frame-wise off-set by one frame, and the associated fingerprint B arrays

then go through the SAD, SADD, pattern extractor and pattern value collector process

to arrive at a pattern value.

[107] When fingerprint B is not sufficiently long

[108] In the above discussions, it is assumed that video B has sufficiently more frames than

video A, i.e., by at least 2M- 1. In other words, array fingerprint B is longer than array

fingerprint A by sufficient number of frames. This is generally required because the

shifting operation between the two fingerprint arrays is part of the computation

process.

[109] The above assumption is not always true. For example, video B can have the same

number of frames as video A. Assuming that fingerprint for video B has been

registered into the fingerprint database, it can apply the following modification to the

above described method. To see this, consider Figure 16. The video B video images

are repeated three times and merged into a single group of video images. The repeated

video B and video A are then matched using the same process as described above. It is



obvious to see that it can also first extract the fingerprints from video A and video B,

repeat the fingerprint B three times and merge it into a single fingerprint array and

compare it with fingerprint A.

Another alternative is to pad zero frames to either sides of video B, i.e., add more

frames to either side of video B frames. These frames have zero sample values.

If video B is shorter than A, then the method must be applied with the roles of A and

B reversed, and repeat or pad video A if necessary.



Claims
[1] 1.A method for identifying motion video/audio content, by means of comparing

a video A to a registered video B so as to determine if they are originally the

same as each other, wherein said method at least comprises the steps of

extracting a fingerprint A from the video A; and

searching from a fingerprint database for a pre-extracted and registered

fingerprint B of the video B by means of comparison of fingerprint A with a

sliding window of a possible fingerprint B, so as to determine that the video A is

identical to the video B if a match is found.

2.The method of claim 1, wherein the first step of the comparison is to calculate

the sum of absolute difference (SAD) between the fingerprint A and possible

fingerprint B, in which it is assumed that the fingerprint A have less numbers of

rows than fingerprint B, each row contains the samples for a single video image,

if samples obtained from the first video frame of the fingerprint A are denoted as

A1,A2, A3, A4, A5,. . .; samples obtained from the first video frame of the

fingerprint B within a sliding window are denoted as Bl, B2, B3, B4, B5, ...;

and Aland Bl, A2 and B2, . . ., A5 and B5, ... are on the same location of a

frame from video A and a frame from video B respectively, then a SAD

operation between these two frames of the fingerprint A and possible fingerprint

B is given by

SAD(A B) = IAl-BlI + IA2-B2I + IA3-B3I + IA4-B4I + IA5-B5I+...

where I ... I is the absolute value operation, the SAD operation is repeated

between the samples from the second frame from video A and the second frame

from video B so that for every video frames of the fingerprint A and possible

fingerprint B, until all of the frames in video A are included in the calculation,

the results are added together to form a single sum of SAD (SSAD) number,

the same process is then repeated by shifting the position of fingerprint B relative

to A by one frame, each such shift results in a new SSAD value generated, so a



series of SSAD values are generated and saved as a SSAD array, and

a fingerprint match is identified by a very sharp drop in the SSAD values just

before the match and a very sharp increase in SSAD values just after the match.

3.The method of claim 2, wherein the SSAD values are stored in a pattern array,

to detect the sharp drop pattern within the SSAD values, a pattern extractor

inspects all neighboring SSAD values and obtains the so-called the pattern

information, if SSAD values are denoted as S(I), S(2),..., S(n), S(n+1), then the

derived pattern values are denoted as P(I), P(2), P(3), and so forth,

where S(n) represents the difference between the fingerprint A and fingerprint B

on their respective n-th frame within the fingerprint window, the index n refers to

a different video frame each time the fingerprint array B is shifted by one frame

relative to fingerprint A,

the pattern values can be obtained by the pattern extractor as follows:

P(n) = (S(n)-S(n-l))/S(n)

where P(I) is not defined and will not be used, it does the above only if S(n) is

not zero and a fixed threshold, otherwise, P(n) is set to zero, if P(n) is a positive

number, the SSAD value is increasing, it means that the two represented video

frames are becoming more different from each other, indicating less probability

that a match will be found, on the other hands, if P(n) is a negative number, it

means that the two video frames are increasingly more similar to each other, the

value of P(n) represents the percentage of the change of S(n), larger P(n) means

more rapid change in values of S(n) vs. S(n-l),

the extracted pattern values form another series of numbers which are then stored

in a pattern store array, a pattern inspector selects the values contained in pattern

store array by the following steps:

selecting a specific position, say, m, within the pattern store array and identify all

of the values within a window of size 2M- 1 of position m:

P(m-M+1), P(m-M+2), ..., P(m-l), P(m), P(m+1), ..., P(m+M-2), P(m+M-1),



these values are then added together by a pattern value collector and yields a

result C(m), in the following way:

C(m) = -P(m-M+l)-...-P(m-l)-P(m)+P(m+l)+...+P(m+M-l)

where M is a constant which is chosen so that there are sufficient number of

values of P to be included in the calculation of C within the sliding window of

2M- 1, and C(m) will be a large number when there is a sharp dip in the values of

pattern values P(...) at position m, otherwise, C(m) tends to be small values,

finally, the value C(m) is compared with a user given threshold to determine if a

match has been found between the fingerprint A and possible fingerprint B, and

the frame number is determined through the above process and output to

histogram collector.

4.The method of claim 3, wherein the histogram collector gathers all of the

pattern values C(m) that have exceeded the given threshold, count the number of

times each value exceeds the threshold, and store them into an array, each item in

the array holds the value m, C(m) and the number of times that C(m) has crossed

the threshold.

5.The method of claim 4, wherein a maximum value selector inspects all such

values within the histogram for the value that has appeared the most number of

times, this value refers to the frame that is identified as the fingerprint matched

frame, the output of the maximum value selector is then delivered to a formatter,

which also takes information from the relative position to determine on which

frame position that a match has been identified.

β.The method of claim 4, wherein the threshold estimator is used to determine if

the pattern value will be selected as an entry to the histogram collector, the

estimator derives the threshold value from the fingerprint A array, it performs the

SAD, SADD, pattern extractor operations between two identical fingerprint A

arrays, and set the threshold value to be somewhere between 10% and 90% of the

value when the two fingerprint arrays are offset by only one frame, the two



groups of video A frames are frame-wise off-set by one frame, and the associated

fingerprint A arrays then go through the SAD, SADD, pattern extractor and

pattern value collector process to arrive at a pattern value.

7.The method of claim 3, wherein if the video B has less number of frames than

the number of frames of video A plus 2M, the video images of the video B are

repeated three or more times and merged into a single group of video images.

8.The method of claim 3, wherein if the video B has less number of frames than

the number of frames of video A plus 2M, it adds at least M frames to either

sides of video B frames which have zero sample values.

9.The method of claim 1, wherein if the video B has the same number of frames

as the video A, the roles of A and B are able to be reversed.

lO.The method of claim 1, further comprising a sub-steps of making video A

frames first go through a converter to form time-consecutive digitized video

images if they are originally in analog format, and/or decompress the same if

they are stored in a compressed data format.
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